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Graphene has recently emerged as an important material for optoelectronic applications owing to its unique
properties. Here, we show that graphene is also appealing for the development of THz quantum optics when
used for quantum dots. In particular, we demonstrate a large electric dipole of length d ≈ 230 nm in a single
graphene quantum dot, corresponding to an amplitude of ≈10 μeV for the THz field. This estimate is done using
transport measurements under coherent THz illumination and the well-established photon-assisted tunneling
phenomenon for a spectral range larger than 100 GHz. Such large THz electric dipole for a quantum system that
involves single-electron tunneling is suitable for future quantum optics experiments using graphene quantum
dots strongly coupled to a THz cavity.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.4.L012018

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of light-matter interaction has enabled recent
developments of nanotechnologies. New kinds a quantum
devices such as quantum sensors and single-photon emitters
rely on the interaction of photons with nanoscale structures.
Graphene quantum dots (GQDs) are very attractive for quan-
tum optoelectronic devices owing to their high flexibility in
electronic states engineering through their size, shape, and
edges [1–4]. Recently, room-temperature single optical pho-
ton emission with high purity and high brightness in the
visible range has been demonstrated from GQDs of a few
nanometers in diameter [5]. Furthermore, the demonstration
of ultrasensitive detection of THz waves in large GQDs has
recently been reported based on bolometric effects [6,7] and
photogating effects [8].

The response of GQDs to THz light, which could pave
the way toward the development of novel quantum THz de-
vices, has been elusive so far. Here, we demonstrate it using
transport measurements under coherent THz illumination for
a single GQD in the Coulomb blockade regime at low tem-
perature. We observe specifically photon-assisted tunneling
(PAT) over a broad spectral range (>100 GHz) which allows
us to extract a value of the THz electric dipole of length
d ≈ 230 nm, corresponding to an amplitude of ≈10 μeV for
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the THz field. These findings suggest a dipole extending over
most of the active part of the device. Owing to their large
dipole, GQDs coupled to a THz cavity are promising for ultra-
strong coupling with only one electronic transition, paving the
way toward probing nonclassical light and quantum-optical
experiments.

II. FABRICATION AND DARK TRANSPORT
SPECTROSCOPY MEASUREMENTS

We investigate a graphene quantum dot (GQD) as a
single-electron transistor fabricated on an exfoliated graphene
monolayer encapsulated by two hexagonal boron nitride
(hBN) layers [9]. E-beam lithography and reactive ion etching
on the hBN/graphene heterostructure were used to define a
large GQD of 120 nm diameter, connected to source and drain
electrodes via two narrow constrictions (40 nm) that act as
tunneling barriers, as presented in Fig. 1(a). The device also
includes three lateral gate electrodes G1, G2, and G3. G1 acts
on the chemical potential of the GQD while G2 and G3 set
the constrictions to a nonconducting state (VG2 = −3.45 V
and VG3 = 0 V) [10,11]. As with the GQD, all the electrodes
and constrictions are made of hBN-encapsulated graphene,
deposited on a SiO2/Si substrate. The graphene electrodes are
connected to gold electrodes with 1D contacts [12]. The de-
vice is placed in a dilution 4He-3He refrigerator with optical
access. The sample temperature is 40 mK.

We initially perform dark transport spectroscopy measure-
ments to explore the Coulomb blockade regime in the GQD.
The differential conductance (Gdiff = dI

dVDS
) as a function of

VG1 and VDS, displayed Fig. 1(b), exhibits the well-known
Coulomb diamond shape showing the regime of sequential
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FIG. 1. (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the graphene section of the device, after etching of the hBN-graphene-hBN
heterostructure. The picture shows the GQD (yellow) surrounded by the three side gates and linked to the source and drain electrodes.
(b) Differential conductance Gdiff as a function of the source-drain voltage VDS and of the plunger gate voltage VG1, exhibiting Coulomb
diamonds. Measurements are performed without THz illumination. (c) Dark DC current Coulomb peaks as a function of VG1 at VDS = 250 μV.

tunneling where the transport is allowed only if the chem-
ical potential of the source (or drain) crosses one empty
level of the GQD [13]. Focusing on the region around VG1 =
−0.6 V, we extract from the diamond height the addition
energy Eadd ∼ 6 meV. The capacitive gate lever-arm factor is
estimated through the diamond width to αG = 0.097 (see Sup-
plemental Material S3 for capacitive DC coupling description
[14]).

The related Coulomb-blockade current peaks are observed
in the tunneling current as a function of the plunger gate
voltage VG1 at low VDS [Fig. 1(c)]. The differences between
peak amplitudes, interpeak spacing, and also the observation
of sequential tunneling of the electrons via the excited states
of the GQD (lines parallel to the edges of the diamonds) are
a signature that the graphene central island is small enough
to behave as a quantum dot by opposition to a metallic island
[4]. In this coupling regime, each Coulomb peak corresponds
to a given GQD state, and only one electron is free to tunnel
while the other electrons in the GQD are blocked by the GQD
level spacing. The width of the Coulomb peaks is given by �

eαG

with � the tunneling rate between the GQD and the source
and drain leads. From Lorentzian fits, we extract Coulomb
peak widths of about 2.6 mV and we estimate � ∼ 0.25 meV.
This value is in fair agreement with the estimation of � ∼
0.31 meV that is obtained from the VDS scans of the differ-
ential conductance through the GQD [see Fig. 2(b) without
illumination]. Indeed, the peak width is in this case given by

�
e(1−αS ) with αS the capacitive lever-arm factor of the source
electrode.

III. TRANSPORT UNDER THz ILLUMINATION

We use a CW THz source consisting of GaAs Schottky
diode frequency multipliers to investigate the response of the
single GQD based device under coherent THz illumination.
To focus the THz beam onto the GQD-based device, a pair
of TPX lenses are placed in front of the refrigerator window.
We use a ×9 frequency multiplication chain to illuminate the
GQD-based device with THz radiation at low frequencies,
from 0.082 to 0.12 THz, and a ×27 frequency multiplica-
tion chain for an illumination at high frequencies, from 0.24
to 0.38 THz. At low frequencies, since the photon energy

(∼0.45 meV) is of the order of the coupling rate to the elec-
trodes � ∼ 0.3 meV, the interaction regime between the THz
electric field and the GQD, which is probed, is considered
as classical. By contrast, for high photon frequencies >0.24
THz, as the photon energy (∼1 meV) is larger than �, the
quantum interaction regime is probed. In the following, we
investigate successively the response of the GQD-based de-
vice under THz illumination in these two distinct interaction
regimes.

A. Transport under THz illumination: Classical regime

We investigate the classical response of the single GQD
in the Coulomb blockade regime at low temperature using
transport measurements under THz illumination at 0.11 THz.
Figure 2(a) shows the Coulomb stability diagrams without
(left) and with THz irradiation (right). Under THz irradiation,
we observe a nonzero conductance in regions of forbidden
transport without illumination, i.e., inside the Coulomb di-
amonds. These results clearly highlight that excitation by
THz waves modifies the tunneling process. Figure 2(b) shows
the evolution of a differential conductance peak (VG1 =
−0.57 V) for different incident THz intensity ranging from
0 to 49 μW mm−2. Whereas the Coulomb blockade peak is
sharp without illumination, with a width of 0.49 mV, with
THz illumination, the peak broadens with increasing THz
intensity. This evolution is also represented on the differential
conductance map reported in Fig. 2(c). Indeed, the Coulomb-
blockade peak spreads continuously as the THz intensity
increases.

In a semiclassical picture, the broadening we observe is
described by a modulation of the source-drain bias voltage by
the incident THz electric field. In other words, the interaction
of the incident THz electric field with the GQD-based device
results in an AC voltage modulation of amplitude VTHz that
is added to the source-drain bias, as depicted schematically
in Fig. 2(b), right. The averaging of this modulation leads to
a broadening of the conductance peaks. Interestingly, in this
interaction mechanism and for eVTHz > �, the full width at
half maximum of the differential conductance peak under THz
illumination is given by �′

e ≈ 2VTHz, allowing us to extract
VTHz from measurements. To this aim, we fit the differential
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FIG. 2. (a) Differential conductance Gdiff as a function of the source-drain voltage VDS and of the plunger gate voltage VG1 in dark (left)
and with THz illumination at 0.11 THz (right). (b) Left: Differential conductance as a function of VDS and for VG1 = −0.57 V without THz
light (black curve) and for increasing incident THz intensity (color curves). Right: Schematic diagram of interaction scheme between the GQD
and the THz waves. (c) Differential conductance map for VDS scans as a function of the incident THz intensity ITHz at VG1 = −0.57 V. (d) VTHz

extracted from measurements as a function of the incident THz intensity. (e) Tunneling current as a function of VG1 for different incident THz
intensities.

conductance peak with a Gaussian function: Ae− (VDS−V0 )2

2σ2 +
B(VDS − V1)2, where σ = 0.43�′

e , A and B are free parame-
ters, and the second term is the background contribution (see
details in Supplemental Material S3 [14]). The characteristic
amplitude of this interaction VTHz extracted from measure-
ments is reported in Fig. 2(d) as a function of the incident
THz intensity, ITHz. We observe that VTHz follows a square
root dependence with ITHz, which is consistent with a coherent
interaction as VTHz scales like the electric field amplitude of
the THz excitation.

Furthermore, we investigate the DC tunneling current
through the GQD as a function of VG1 for different incident
THz intensities and for a positive VDS bias. The THz radiation
increases the current on the left side of the Coulomb blockade
peak measured without illumination and induces a negative
current on its right side. This change in sign of the current is
attributed to an asymmetric AC coupling; i.e., the AC voltage
drops across the two barriers are unequal [15,16]. When the
ground-state level of the GQD is above the Fermi level of
the leads, a nonzero net electron flows from the lead with
the largest AC-coupled barrier to the other one, which is the
pumped current. By changing VG1, the level of the GQD is
pulled below the Fermi energies of the reservoirs and the net
electron flows now from the lead with the lowest AC-coupled
barrier to the other one, which is an electron-photon pump
[15,17,18]. This particular behavior highlights that the main
response of our GQD-based device is nonthermal related.
Also, it is a signature of the high nonlinearities exhibited by

our GQD-based device, which is highly desirable for detection
applications.

B. Transport under THz illumination: Quantum regime

We now extend the THz radiation frequency to the 0.24–
0.38 THz band to explore the quantum interaction regime.
The tunneling current IDS as a function of VG1 is reported
in Fig. 3(a) for VDS = 100 μV without (black line) and with
(color lines) THz illumination. In addition to the Coulomb
peaks observed without THz radiation, new satellite peaks
appear on the right side of the principal Coulomb peaks un-
der THz radiation. Furthermore, the satellite peak position is
shown to shift in the direction of positive VG1 as the frequency
of the THz wave is increased. The energy spacing eαGVG1 be-
tween the Coulomb peaks and the satellite peaks matches the
photon energy of the THz wave, as shown in Fig. 3(b). This
is a signature of photon-assisted tunneling [19,20]: the satel-
lite peaks correspond to tunneling events through the GQD
enabled by the absorption of a THz photon. We observe here
a remarkably broadband quantized photoresponse extending
from 0.24 to 0.38 THz, only limited by our THz source and
the optical illumination setup (see detailed frequency domain
investigations in Supplemental Material S1 [14]).

Photon-assisted tunneling in the THz range has been pre-
viously demonstrated in a few systems, i.e., semiconductor
superlattices [21], resonant tunneling diodes [22], in single-
C60 molecules [23], in InAs quatum dots [24], and most
recently carbon nanotubes [25–27], but remains elusive in
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FIG. 3. (a) Source-drain current versus gate voltage VG1 observed without (black curve) and with THz irradiation at frequencies f = 0.27,
0.29, 0.31, 0.34, and 0.38 THz from bottom to top (color curves). The bias is VDS = 100 μV. The curves are offset by multiples of 0.006 pA
for clarity. The dashed lines show positions of satellite peaks due to photon-assisted tunneling process. (b) The energy spacing between the
original Coulomb peaks and the satellite peaks as a function of the photon frequency of the THz wave. The blue line is a fit by a linear function.
(c) The dark source-drain current versus VG1 (black line) and the source-drain current under THz illumination with intensity of 1.8 μW mm−2

(red line) and 3.7 μW mm−2 (blue line). (d) THz intensity dependence of the amplitude VTHz at frequencies f = 0.29, 0.31, 0.37, and 0.36
THz. The red lines are square root fits from which are deduced the indicated dipole moment lengths d (uncertainty ∼20%).

GQDs. To gain further insight into these photoassisted tun-
neling processes, we study the dependence of the tunneling
current on the incident THz intensity. Experimentally, we
observe that the satellite current peak increases with the THz
intensity, as observed in Fig. 3(c). We further perform the
quantitative analysis of the satellite peak amplitude using the
expression for the tunneling current 〈J〉 through a quantum dot
under an oscillating bias voltage VTHz at frequency ω given by
Jauho et al. [28]. The current is expressed as

〈J〉(μL, μR, ω,VTHz, εd ) = −2e

h̄

�L�R

�L + �R

∫
dε

2π

�

2
[ fL(ε) − fR(ε)]

+∞∑
k=−∞

J2
k ( eVTHz

h̄ω
)

(ε − εd − kh̄ω)2 + (
�
2

)2

(1)

where Jk is the kth Bessel function of the first kind, μL

and μR are the DC chemical potentials of source and drain
electrodes, influencing fL(ε) and fR(ε) respectively, and εd =
ε0 − αGeVG1 is the GQD energy level tuned during gate volt-
age scans. In Eq. (1), the peak function has a Lorentzian shape
broadened by the Fermi distribution difference.

In this coupling scheme, the THz illumination modulates
the chemical potentials of the electrodes at the frequency of
the THz wave, with an amplitude VTHz. It results in resonant
tunneling at energy shifts equal to the photon energy that leads
to the successive apparition of satellite peaks of amplitude
J2

k ( eVTHz
h̄ω

) centered at eαGVG1 = ε0 + kh̄ω. The summation
over k accounts for the possible absorption of k photons for the

PAT process. In the present case, we observe a single satellite
peak corresponding to tunneling enabled by the absorption of
one photon. We thereby limit the summation to k = 0 and 1
in the above formula.

Using this expression, we fit the data of the evolution of the
tunneling current with the incident THz intensity for several
incident photon frequencies. This enables the evaluation of
VTHz from the satellite peak amplitude (see Supplemental Ma-
terial S4 for the exact integrated expression [14]). Figure 3(d)
displays the extracted amplitude VTHz for 4 different THz
frequencies and highlights its square root dependence on the
incident THz intensity (red line). Note that from the usual
PAT theory [28], a second satellite peak, symmetric to the
one we observe, would be expected on the left side of the
Coulomb blockade peak. Such symmetric peak is not present
in our measurements, similarly to previous works [29–31].
We attribute the absence of this low VG1 satellite peak to the
asymmetric coupling of the THz wave to the source and drain
electrodes in a regime where the bias (100 μV ) is larger than
VTHz [32]. This observation is fully consistent with the change
in sign of the current measured in the low-frequency regime.

IV. DISCUSSION

The amplitude VTHz characterizes the interaction strength
of the GQD-based device with the incident THz wave. As
a relevant figure, the electric dipole moment length d of the

GQD is deduced from the relation VTHz = −→
E THz · −→

d . Since
in our experiment, the electric field is polarized along the
source-drain axis, this equation is reduced to a simple product.

L012018-4
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Quantitatively, we extract the electric field amplitude from the
THz intensity (see details in Supplemental Material S2 [14])
and calculate the electric dipole moment length of the GQD
d . The estimation of d is reported in Fig. 3(d) for frequencies
f = 0.29, 0.31, 0.37, and 0.36 THz. We find an average elec-
tric dipole moment length d ≈ 230 nm (∼20% uncertainty),
which is in the range of the distance between source and drain
electrodes of 320 nm in the GQD-based device. This suggests
that it is mainly between the two electrodes that the dipole
is built. Our estimate of d is fully consistent with an electric
dipole that involves electronic transitions between an orbital
of the reservoir electrons (source or drain) and an orbital of the
graphene quantum dot, for which the spatial extension is ex-
pected between the edges of the reservoirs, where the reservoir
electron orbitals have significant overlap with the graphene
quantum dot orbitals. This matching between the electric
dipole moment length d deduced from measurements and the
source-drain distance strongly supports the validity of our
analysis.

V. CONCLUSION

As a conclusion, using low-temperature transport measure-
ments under coherent THz illumination we have investigated
the interaction between a single GQD and a THz electric field
in the classical and quantum regime. We have demonstrated
the photon-assisted tunneling phenomenon when the single
GQD is illuminated by THz radiation in the broad 0.24–0.38
THz band. From the experimental and theoretical study of the
satellite photon-assisted current peaks, we have shown a large
dipole for the electronic excitation with d ≈ 230 nm. As a
perspective toward strong resonant THz light-matter coupling
via a cavity, we can estimate the coupling strength defined

by g ≈ edEvac with Evac = √
h̄ω0/(2ε0Vcav) the vacuum field

in the cavity and Vcav the mode volume in the cavity. On
the basis of our results and assuming confining the electric
field into nanoscale volumes, of the order of Vcav ∼ 10−7λ3, as
reported by Gupta et al. at 0.6 THz [33], we expect a reduced
coupling constant g/ω0 > 0.1, indicating the possibility to
reach the ultrastrong-coupling regime. For nanogap hybrid LC
cavity with Vcav ∼ 6 × 10−10λ3 at 0.3 THz recently reported
by Keller et al. [34], the reduced coupling constant can even
reach the deep strong-coupling regime g/ω0 ∼ 1. Remark-
ably, our system involves only one electronic transition (a
single-electron transition) and not an ensemble as reported in
systems put forward to reach the ultrastrong-coupling regime
in the THz spectral range such as intersubband transitions
and the cyclotron orbits. In addition, GQDs could be supe-
rior in terms of scalability with respect to recently developed
carbon nanotube based platforms [35], as they can be pat-
terned on a nanometer scale using a top-down approach with
present lithography technology. Thus, owing to its large dipole
(∼230 nm), GQD paves the way to study the ultrastrong
THz light-matter coupling physics at the single-electron level,
making it a promising platform for quantum technologies.
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